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Cockpit Cushions
Fibreglass and/or timber cockpit seating is widely known to be one of the
most uncomfortable areas to sit on board any yacht. Therefore, being such an
important area it would be beneficial to provide extra comfort to the cockpit
seating for you, your crew and/or your guests whilst on board.
With these issues in mind, C&J Marine Ltd have developed a range of
cushions that can be tailor-made to suit any cockpit area. This range of
cockpit upholstery will not only provide comfort that is much needed, but
will also add a completely different appearance to the whole cockpit area.

It may be that the only area that is available to you for relaxation on
board is your main saloon. But imagine how inviting it would be to
be able to relax with your crew and/or guests on a warm summer’s
evening outside in your cockpit. With C&J Cockpit Cushions
installed this previously underused cockpit area on board now
becomes a comfortable and stylish area to relax and socialise.
As with all of C&J Marine’s products the design and the
manufacturing process of the Cockpit Cushions are constantly
being updated and the materials and equipment used are of the
best quality available. These materials, in conjunction with our
manufacturing techniques enable us to provide a product of a
consistently high quality.
Further details of the design and specification of the C&J Cockpit
Cushions are provided overleaf along with optional extras that are
available with this product.
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Cockpit Cushions (cont)
C&J Marine Ltd use a plain colour, marine grade, showerproof and UV stable acrylic canvas, as a standard
specification in the manufacture of our range of Cockpit Cushions along with a 2" high resilient foam filling
offering value for money but still a good standard of comfort.
However, other foam options include, when available, harder density waterproof closed cell foam, or
soak-a-way foam that when used in conjunction with a mesh cushion base actually allows water to pass
through and drain away.

As standard, an acrylic canvas tag sewn in to the cushions along with a high
quality press stud, attaches the Cockpit Cushions securely to the yacht.
Other methods of attachments are available and C&J Marine may even be
able to accommodate any existing fittings that are already in place.

C&J Marine’s Cockpit Cushion covers are designed for easy removal from
the foam, for example to enable any cleaning to be undertaken. This
closure method is, as standard, a non-corrosive nylon zip and slider.

To enhance the appearance of the C&J Marine Cockpit Cushion’s top edge
piping can be added as an optional extra if required. This piping is available
in a wide choice of colours. This option offers either a contrast or matching
colour to suit the cushions themselves or even just to suit your individual
requirements.

Other fabrics, as well as plain acrylic canvas are available as an option on
the C&J Marine Cockpit Cushions. For instance, plain traditional vinyl can be
used, although this fabric may retain heat when exposed to the sun for
long periods. Alternatively to add that desired “original” look and style to
your cockpit, a striped marine Dralon® Waterweave and Sunbrella®
furniture fabrics are available in a choice of colours.

The C&J Cockpit Cushions are supplied complete with all necessary fastenings,
installation guide and a 12 month warranty against defective workmanship
and/or materials.
C&J Marine Ltd manufacture and supply a sumptuous range of upholstery, curtains, accessories and luxury
bedding that will customise, co-ordinate and enhance the comfort and appearance of your vessel.
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